Submersible & Waterproof Cable Glands

Featured Products: EMI/RFI (Braided/Foil)

- Overlapping clamping splines apply a concentric force, thereby preventing the form seal from being pulled out of the fitting. This ensures pull-out protection without damage to the cable.
- The patented internal sealing edge results in a superior seal between the splined Nylon clamping insert and Nickel Plated Brass body.
- Patented 360° grounding due to the internal O-Ring, which ensures perfect contact between braided shield of cable and fitting.
- Our Metal-coated Nylon splines provides the highest electrical conductivity ratings in the industry.
- Flexible contact points allow contact with variable braid and foil cable diameters.

Standard (-BE)
Braided Shield Only

Feed-Through (-FE)
Braided/Foil Shield

No Minimum Orders!
Large Domestic Stock!
Quality Is Number One!

We Set The Standards!
Our Products Makes The Difference!

We Provide Complete Solutions for your Application Needs!